News Break Scavenger Hunt
Sunday’s News Break challenges you to hunt through the Sunday, February 21,
2021 print replica of The Seattle Times to find answers to the following questions.
1. A nation numbed by misery and loss is confronting a number that still has
the power to shock: ______________. Roughly one year since the first
known death by the novel coronavirus in the United States, an
unfathomable toll is nearing — the loss of a half-million people. No other
country has counted so many deaths in the pandemic. More Americans
have died from COVID-19, the illness caused by the coronavirus, than on
the battlefields of World War I, World War II and the Vietnam War
combined. (MAIN)
2. President Joe Biden signed a major disaster declaration that will allow
much of Texas to tap vast reserves of ____________ _____, his
administration said Saturday, offering a new lifeline to a state struggling to
recover from a brutal storm that left more than 70 dead and millions
without power across the South. (MAIN)
3. Arantxa Cifuentes Gutiérrez, 15, demonstrates the whistling language
known as _________ _________, which is still in use on Spain’s La
Gomera Island thanks to mandatory classes for students. With favorable
wind conditions, the sound can carry as far as 2 miles across some
canyons. (MAIN)
4. Two days after he broke out for a career-high 32 points in a victory over
California, Williams had his sights on something bigger — both for himself
and WSU’s program. The sophomore from O’Dea High School in Seattle
posted a new personal best, going for ____ points while playing a
program-record ____ minutes and making a tying three-pointer near the
end of regulation time to help the Cougars outlast NCAA tournament
hopeful Stanford 85-76 in triple overtime Saturday. (SPORTS)
5. The restoration project — funded by the Port of Seattle and organized by
land conservation nonprofit Forterra — is part of a larger, million-dollar
effort to protect what? (NW)
6. Dozens of ancient coins seized in 2017 at the U.S.-Canada border in
Blaine have been transferred to the University of Washington to be
studied, authorities said. Why were Homeland Security agents able to take
them? (NW)
7. Millions of jobs that have been shortchanged or wiped out entirely by the
coronavirus pandemic are unlikely to come back, economists warn, setting
up a massive need for what? (BUSINESS)
8. This is a big month for Mars. China, the United Arab Emirates and the
United States all sent robotic spacecraft that arrived in recent days to the
red planet. Of these, NASA’s __________________ rover is most
ambitious. (BUSINESS)
9. The recent stock market mania over the video game retailer GameStop,
which last week was scrutinized by Congress, has provided a teachable

moment for kids. The Associated Press talked to a few parents and
financial experts for their tips on talking with kids about what?
(BUSINESS)
10. The ketogenic diet isn’t just any low carbohydrate diet. It’s very low in
carbohydrates and very high in fat, putting the body into ketosis. What
does this mean? (THE MIX)

